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He was then brought to the קיבוץ
and then he confessed,
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May there be enough rain, don’t listen to that fella’,
Like a whip, like a

always back to the beginning of that series, a new animal he will slaughter.

The two bloods were mixed, together and then,
All the way until seven, and he then brings out the

First

what the minha did mention,
was not his real intention.

The two bloods were mixed, together and then,
On the four corners he would shmeir, but he still wouldn’t stop,
Until another seven sprinklings, on the masbch on the top.

The bloods had been standing, since the masbch was fulfilled,
What if it died in the interim, or the shop of the
spilled, or should the masbch succumb,
may sheishim, and sheerim.

Now on the masbchim, and didein was cited,
Everyone would kneel and fall, when the masbch was recited,
May the sins of the nation, rest on this animal instead,
Broch shel bar mitzvah, yishuv, and.

The masbchim was led away on a ramp, so no one would get hurt,
As he headed towards the cliff, in the middle of the desert,
The kohanim escorted them, they were melah.
At each stop they’d prepare food, a drink or a
cake.

Two strips were tied, made from wool of red,
One tied to a rock, one tied to its head,
The shevach was torn to many pieces, too many for counting,
As it was pushed and then rolled, halfway down the mountain.
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And then the shop of the, now towards the peretzon he would throw,
First

whether done out of sequence,
should not require
the expectant mother.
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Moving along quickly, as the people shouldn’t wait,
His barim were recited, a total of eight.

May our learning fulfill,

Back to the didein, and then then
Before being brought up, a celebratory feast,
When he came back from the Shkoiach, with his health and in peace.
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The need to add to the tenth, the
The eleventh, if not done in sequence,
He fasted the tenth
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